
Automatically detect attackerAutomatically detect attacker
activitiesactivities

Unravel entire attacks on just one screenUnravel entire attacks on just one screen

Accelerate Investigation workflow withAccelerate Investigation workflow with
MITRE ATTACKMITRE ATTACK

Gain Context and intelligence & respondGain Context and intelligence & respond
decisivelydecisively

See the big picture in real timeSee the big picture in real time

Capture critical details for threat huntingCapture critical details for threat hunting
and forensic investigationsand forensic investigations

Understand endpoint security postureUnderstand endpoint security posture

Experience no impact on the endpointExperience no impact on the endpoint

See the big picture in real timeSee the big picture in real time

KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIESKEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
  

            

Contact us today to start Free TrialContact us today to start Free Trial
of Next-Gen Endpoint Securityof Next-Gen Endpoint Security
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Traditional endpoint security tools have blind spots, making
them unable to see and stop advanced threats. CrowdStrike
Falcon Insight endpoint detection and response (EDR) solves
this by delivering complete endpoint visibility across your
organization.  

Falcon Insight continuously monitors all endpoint activity and
analyzes the data in real time to automatically identify threat
activity, enabling it to both detect and prevent advanced
threats as they happen. AI endpoint activity is also streamed
to the CrowdStrike Falcon platform so that security teams can
rapidly investigate incidents, respond to alerts and proactively
hunt for new threats.

FALCON INSIGHT - EDR MADE EASY
 

CrowdStrike is ranked highest in Lean Forward Type A use
case in 2021 Gartner Critical Capabilities for Endpoint

Protection Platforms.

FALCON INSIGHT: ENDPOINT
DETECTION AND RESPONSE
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